
Laser airway fire: management 
 

The ASA came out with updated guidelines regarding the prevention and management 
of airway fires in 2013 and to the best of my knowledge, they have not been updated since then.  
A fire requires 3 things:  

 
-An oxidizer, such as oxygen and nitrous oxide 
-An ignition source such as a laser, defibrillator pads, or electrocautery 
-A source of fuel: such as an endotracheal tube, throat packing, or drapes 

 
Given that the keyword is management, we will skip prevention and assume an airway 

fire has already been identified.  The first step is to remove the endotracheal tube.  This  
may seem counterintuitive in someone who just sustained a thermal injury to the airway and will 
likely require reintubation, however, in an airway fire it must be assumed that the source of 
oxidizer, the anesthesia circuit, is continuing to flow creating a functional jet of fire emerging 
from the end of the tube.  Getting that out of the patient as quickly as possible is paramount.  
Immediately following, stop all gas flows on the anesthesia machine.  Some advocate for 
these two steps to occur simultaneously, but the 2013 task force recognized that this is difficult 
to do when administering anesthesia solo and so they are sequentially ordered, “as fast as 
possible”. Next, remove all flammable and burning material from the patient, keeping in mind 
that certain fuels can burn with an apparent invisible flame in the brightly lit OR.  Saline or 
water should then be poured into the airway. 

Now that the fire is (hopefully) out, it is time to support the patient and assess the 
damage.  Reestablish mask ventilation without nitrous oxide and as low an FiO2 as possible.  
Next, airway devices should be examined for intactness as any missing fragments will need 
to be accounted for.  Bronchoscopy (rigid or flexible) should be considered to find missingr 
breathing apparatus fragments, removal of debris, and injury assessment.  A plan must then be 
developed for ongoing care of the patient. 

If the initial steps did not extinguish the fire a carbon dioxide extinguisher should be 
used.  These are safe to use on the patient as there is no particulate like seen with standard 
extinguishers. 
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